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Impromptu Start On-the-fly/real feel e.g., start video on desktop before moving 

to slides 

Sorry, You’re 

Screwed 

Ask if people want to learn a particular method in order to 

achieve a specific benefit or result. Tell them they are 

screwed, point out big mistake and how you’re going to help 

them avoid it 

Inverted Slides Section headers in presentation e.g., white text on black 

background 

Staccato T.e.x.t Very eye catching for text pieces on squeeze/sales pages, blogs 

and emails. Letters: “Here’s the S.E.C.R.E.T” Words: “Fast. 

Simple. Effective.” 

Autoresponder 

Welcome Email 

Include head-shot picture half way down body copy drawing 

attention to fast track option. 

Caveat Headlines Use asterisk (*) in headlines and sub-headlines. Plays on pre-

conditioned curiosity in looking for the “catches”. E.g., “The 

(Almost*) Instant Solution” then copy below, “*think 1-5 

minutes, sometimes even just seconds of your time.” 

Questions 

 

“Is affiliate marketing dead?” “Friday Quickie?” “In the past 4 

weeks have you personally experienced any of the following?” 

Controversy boosts results e.g., Time Magazine “Is God Dead?” 

Mock the Norm Make fun of the “Value Stack”, pictures of sales funnels that 

look like oil refineries, repetitive ads. Form of observational 

comedy. 

Weird Best for live stage presentations. Start talking deliberately 

badly to tip audience emotions off a cliff before telling them 

it was just a joke 

Crazy Ads Innuendo and risqué ad text and images massively break the 

expected pattern. Google “wtf facebook ads” for examples 

Warnings “Warning” at start of video (combined with inverted slide) is 

super powerful. “STOP” is another option. Both work in text too 

using a Concept Phrase like “5 Days” (average number of days 

before failure) 

Common Enemies & 

Secret Fears 

Secret fears rarely discussed so incredibly powerful to focus 

on them in headlines. “You’ve Been Lied To”, “The REAL Reason 

[prospect faces a threat]” Identify common enemies to play on 

(government, gurus, power companies, pro-forex-traders…) 

Abstract Images Apparently unrelated picture at start of video or top of text 

creates attention and engagement. Relate image later to 

solution: Camel - lives in Egyptian desert where secrets come 

from. Swimming pool - allude to John Lennon’s, “Write me a 

swimming pool” quote 

Rhythmic Emails Establish sentence pattern in email, “How do you… X”, “How do 

you… Y” then break that pattern “You STOP…” See interrupt-2-

PROFIT for full explanation 

Lumpy Mail Include physical object related to sales message in envelope. 

Message in bottle (won’t be left stranded). Seed packet (grow 

your business), Shredded money (throwing away money) 

What Were We 

Talking About? 

Used effectively by politicians, lawyers and medieval jesters. 

Resolve awkward/heated moments with a break. “Oh, by the 

way...” topic change. Excuse yourself to the bathroom. Propose 

break for coffee.  
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